
KRAKAUER INTO THE WILD THESIS

and find homework help for other Into the Wild questions at eNotes. A different thesis statement might be concerned
with motivations as Krakauer explores.

Chris McCandless was a very gifted athlete and scholar who belong to a rich family He did not have the
correct tools or the developed skills to survive, for an extended period of time in the wild While McCandless
was in the Alaskan wilderness, he had to depend on his surroundings in order to survive This journey, though
reckless, makes his adventure into the Alaskan wild that much more admirable Goodbye and may God bless
all! He then keeps his own location secret from his family. Many viewed him as brave and heroic for his
accomplishments; others viewed him as an unprepared, ignorant child who left a great life to escape his
personal endeavors What seems to be a small problem is really a large one. Chris has a middle class
background and stands out from his peers because he believes that society restrains his independence. Chris
McCandless was a hitchhiker who went out to Alaska to get away from society The story displays how
Christopher develops and matures throughout the story by prevailing harsh predicaments and learning
valuable lessons on the way. Chris McCandless wants to evade and fled the claustrophobic confines of his
family. Too much of nature is both invisible and too unpredictable for McCandless to survive. All of these
variables resulted in Chris despising the society from which he benefited from. Jon Krakauer, author of Into
the Wild, a book based on who McCandless was and the adventure he led, raves and identifies with Chris That
man is Christopher Johnson McCandless. In this chapter he abandons that perspective. Because of his candor,
readers are able to take this into account when the author views McCandless's activities with some sympathy.
From the articles that I have read, most of the sources do believe that he was poorly prepared for his journey.
In the beginning of the film Chris McCandless is introduced as a dreamer. In the novel, Into The Wild by
James Krakauer, the author narrates the life of Chris Johnson McCandless, otherwise known as Alexander
Supertramp, which is his alter-ego he created after leaving his old life behind to go on the road and live off the
radar and on the land. Later, he deeply investigates those facts which exactly led McCandless to a mysterious
and miserable end. Alaska residents, for instance, insist that people like Christopher McCandless are fools to
approach the wild with the idea that its vast beauty will solve their emotional or spiritual difficulties.


